A N D Y WA R H O L

WARHOL

AND HIS WOMEN
On the 25th anniversary of his death,
Stylist examines the iconic artist’s complicated
relationship with the opposite sex
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he had been waiting for him on the
north side of New York’s Union
Square for three hours. When he
arrived, they travelled up to his
studio in the elevator. While he took
a phone call from a friend, she slipped a gun out
of a brown paper bag and, as he shouted “Valerie,
don’t do it! No! No!”, fired three shots. One bullet
hit him in the chest, causing near-fatal internal
injuries. When arrested, she said that he “had too
much control over my life… He had me tied up
lock, stock and barrel.” The bloodied man was the
39-year-old father of Pop Art, Andy Warhol. The
woman with the gun: radical feminist and writer
Valerie Solanas. They’d had a dispute over a script.
Fortunately, Warhol survived the attack, but
this violent episode, on 3 June 1968, has been
seized upon by some as proof that the artist
was a misogynist, a manipulator, controller and
destroyer of the women who surrounded him.
But he is also undoubtedly the creator of some
of the most iconic, enduring images of femininity
in history. According to those Stylist interviewed
for this feature, he was also a good man and a
great friend. So what is the truth about Andy
Warhol’s complex relationship with women?
Twenty five years after his death, Warhol is
one of the world’s most famous artists – not
to mention the most lucrative, with his work
accounting for one-sixth of all contemporary art
sales. He was the father of the Factory, a studio
populated by his ‘superstars’: a motley crew of
intellectuals, drag queens, actresses, models,
writers, socialites and artists. From there he
produced films, paintings, scripts, photographs
and even started a magazine, Interview, in
1969. He was fascinated by the concept of
celebrity, long before such a thing really existed.
In fact, he began collecting the autographs
of Hollywood stars in his early childhood. His
idea of a good picture was “one that’s in focus
and of a famous person,” and he memorably
said that “in the future, everyone will be world
famous for 15 minutes”.
Pop Art (broadly defined as popular culture
presented in an impersonal way) was his
movement and Warhol’s subjects were diverse –
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“THE WAY HE FOCUSES
ON SORROW AND PAIN…
WARHOL IS RARELY
AS SIMPLE AS HE SEEMS
ON THE SURFACE”
they ranged from monarchs to movie stars but he
was equally obsessed with iconic brands including
Coca-Cola, Campbell’s Soup and cold, hard cash.
“I’d asked around 10 or 15 people for suggestions.
Finally one lady friend asked the right question,
‘Well, what do you love most?’ That’s how I started
painting money,” he once said.
Of course, the images of his female subjects
are among his most striking and form a substantial
body of work, but many believe they are also
reductive; the emphasis is on the lips, hair and
eyeshadow, making sitters including Joan Collins,
Grace Jones, Diane von Furstenberg and (our
cover star) Jackie Kennedy Onassis appear
one-dimensional and superficial, when they were,
as people, anything but. “The lipstick and hair

C H E RY L T I E G S
The American supermodel sat for Andy Warhol in 1984

“I’d borrowed paintings
from Andy Warhol before
he asked me to sit for
him. It’s funny to think of it
now, but my ex-husband
[photographer] Peter Beard
and I just used to head
round to the Factory and
bundle these now-priceless
works into a taxi.
Andy and I knew a lot of
the same people and we
would hang out at the same
kinds of parties: Studio 54
and all those places. As
sociable as he was, Andy
was a very private person.

He’d ask you the tiniest
details about your life –
right down to what you’d
eaten for lunch – but
he would never reveal
anything at all about himself.
It was odd, knowing him
yet knowing nothing
about him.
It was a Friday afternoon
when I sat for him. The
Factory was abuzz, as usual,
with lots of people milling
around. Andy’s enthusiasm
for life was contagious. I’d
brought my own hair and
make-up artists. I wasn’t

colour are gendered signs to be sure,” says Dr
William Ganis, associate professor of art history
at Wells College, New York. “Some scholars have
suggested Warhol was making them into drag
queens of sorts – a caricature of woman.” The
artist made no bones about emphasising the
surface, saying, “I am a deeply superficial person.”
But that’s not the whole story: Warhol was also
fascinated by the suffering very famous women
went through behind the painted-on smiles. The

remotely nervous; I was at
the peak of my career and
modelling is what I do best.
It didn’t take long for him to
shoot some Polaroids.
The way I see the
painting has changed over
the years. I think Andy was
fascinated by my public
image as the all-American
girl, and it certainly is very
fresh and sweet, yet sultry,
in retrospect. Andy’s
death was a personal
tragedy for me, but I look
at the painting now and
it makes me smile.”

Guardian’s art critic Jonathan Jones, explains,
“Some of his images are actually really harrowing.”
Marilyn, Liz Taylor and Red Jackie were originally
part of a 1962-3 series called Death And Disaster,
and those criticising the simplicity of these
pictures as proof that Warhol objectified women
are arguably missing a far deeper significance.
Marilyn was painted just two weeks after
her suicide in 1962, Elizabeth Taylor was
gravely ill when he created Liz Taylor and
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JOA N
COLLINS
The actress and icon used to hang
out with Warhol at Studio 54

“I was visiting New York in
February 1985 when I first
met Andy. We were in a big
group in Studio 54 and he
didn’t say much. He was very
quiet – he just observed
everything. A few days later,
I went to his studio. He said,
‘I like to shoot with lots of
hair. Lots and lots of hair!’
so I backcombed it. He also
asked me to take off my dress
and sit in a towel so he could
see my shoulders, but I was
too cold, so I just pulled my
plaid dress down. He was very
definite about what he
wanted. He gave me one of
the Polaroids and signed it.
The whole thing took about an
hour and then he said goodbye
very shyly and I went back to
Los Angeles! That was the last
time I saw or spoke to him.
The portrait was exactly as
I’d imagined. I thought it was
fabulous. I keep it on the wall
in my apartment in Los
Angeles. It’s one of my
favourite and most valuable
possessions although I don’t
know how much it’s worth, but
I know there are only four
originals. I have one, one is
owned by a private collector,
one is in a gallery in Sydney
and one’s in the National
Portrait Gallery in London.
They sell postcards of it now
too because it’s so iconic.”

Red Jackie was made after the death of JFK.
Another, Blue Jackie [1964], even used an image
from the late president’s funeral. “The way he
focuses on sorrow and pain… Warhol is rarely as
simple as he seems on the surface,” says Jones.
While Warhol may have delved into these
women’s darkness, and the sorrow surrounding
them, the artist was unashamedly obsessed with
beauty and how to capture it. “Even beauties can
be unattractive,” Warhol once said. “If you catch
a beauty in the wrong light at the right time, forget
it.” He made sure this didn’t happen with an art
version of retouching. He painted his subjects’
faces with white paint so their features stood out
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on the Polaroids which formed the basis for his
screenprints. Factory regular Vincent Fremont
described the process: “Making the face white
compensated for the effect of the flash; flattened
and softened the surface of the woman’s face, and
hid wrinkles. This softening effect also helped
with the high contrast which developed when the
Polaroid was transferred to the acetates used to
make the silkscreens and eventually, the paintings.”
His images of women were beautiful yet unnatural.

TRUE LO VE
Arguably there was nobody more beautiful to
Andy Warhol than socialite Edie Sedgwick even

though the lovers he took were male. He met Edie
in January 1965, at a party in New York. “One
person fascinated me more than anybody I had
ever known,” he said of her. “The fascination
I experienced was probably very close to a certain
kind of love.” Their relationship lasted just longer
than a year, but it has attracted the strongest
accusations of misogyny levelled against Warhol.
He had a vision for Edie, in which she would
become the queen of the Factory. To achieve
this, he put her in several of his films including
Poor Little Rich Girl, Kitchen and Beauty #2. But
many of those around Edie (including her
one-time rumoured lover Bob Dylan)

